The Victorian Awning Company
We are the UK’s premier Victorian Awning manufacturer and designer, specialising solely in Victorian Awnings.
All of our awnings are handcrafted in our London workshop and have been for generations.
Unlike most awning companies in the UK we do not import our awnings from abroad.
We have over 50 years experience making these beautiful awnings.

The Quintessential
British Shop-Blind
The Victorian Awning, otherwise known as the
‘Box-Lot’ has graced British shopfronts since the
1800’s.
As the strongest retractable awning available with
proven reliability, it offers excellent sun and rain
protection as well as style and presence.
It is the natural choice where image and
functionality matter, essential for outside dining
areas, shop-fronts, bars, restaurants, hotels and
private residences.

effective branding
Our awnings give presence to any shop-front, providing excellent
branding potential. Our in-house design team can develop
awnings to include any specific colours, logos and designs,
helping to create that all important corporate identity. We can
incorporate full colour logos, shop names, telephone numbers and
even recreate photographs upon the awning fabric. Options
include Silk Screen-Printing, Digital Printing and Signwriting by
hand. We can even apply 24ct Gold-Leaf.

A BEAUTIFUL &
practical addition to
the home
When many British homes were built, the Victorian awning
would have been the only style of awning available. Our
designers work closely with customers to create a
discreet product, adding to their homes’ character.
Our awnings add style and luxury to a property, providing
shade from the sun on hot summer days and protection
from rain on wet days. An awning can create room to sit
and relax, dine, socialise and hold barbecues unfettered
by worry. With a good quality awning you are not
restricted to the house in the winter and have a year round
functional outside area.
Our awnings protect you and your family from the sun’s
harmful rays. Your homes interior will also be protected,
saving your furnishings from sun damage and fading,
allowing you to relax indoors in cool tranquillity.

The first and
still the strongest
The Victorian is the only awning designed
specifically for the British climate and remains the
only awning that can deal with all but the worst of British
weather. It can be used with confidence in light storms and rain
but should be retracted however during severe weather and never
left unattended.

LOvingly Handcrafted
Our awnings are still handmade today as they were in Victorian times

FABRIC

Custom FINISH

We have selected the finest fabrics for our
awnings. Our Acrylic Canvas is specially coated,
making it rot-proof, shrink-proof and stain
resistant incorporating additional anti-mildew
t re a t m e n t . O u r P V C i s f l a m e - re t a rd a n t ,
hardwearing and completely waterproof. Select
from our huge range of colours.

Encasing the cover and roller is a box made from
solid timber which, resistant to warping and
deterioration. It is given numerous coats of paint
applied by hand to our customers’ colour
specifications. Alternatively, the timber can be
varnished to allow the natural grain to show.

OPERATION

ARMS

As standard the awning is operated by a
detachable timber retracting pole attached to the
front-lath. By gently pulling forward, the awning
falls into place. To close the awning, use the pole
to lift the front-lath and the internal spring will aid
the awning to retract. Whilst simple to operate
manually some models are available with electric
operation. On these models wind sensors, sun
sensors and remote control are optional.

Arms are manufactured from high grade steel for
extra strength. They are custom made for each
individual application and tailored to follow the
shape of the building on which the awning will be
installed. For enhanced projection, arms will be
installed on slides that allow the arm to sit higher
on a property, above head height.

installation
We only use our own specialist installers to fit our
awnings, nationwide. All installers have undergone
thorough training to ensure your awning and
property is left in impeccable condition when we
finish.

Victorian AwningS in the
21st Century

Bespoke
Cafe barriers
We have spent time designing our
cafe barriers with emphasis on
strength and style. Like our awnings,
o u r c a f e b a r r i e r s a re e n t i re l y
handcrafted in our workshop and not
cheap imports as often seen.
The posts are extremely sturdy with a
low centre of gravity, available
powder-coated to any RAL colour.
Our barriers are manufactured using
our usual high quality awning fabric
with cross-bars top and bottom.
The perfect solution for Restaurants,
Cafes and Bars wanting to provide
comfortable alfresco areas.

AWning
RenovationS
We offer an extensive renovation
service for existing Victorian Awnings.
If you already own an awning that
looks like it has seen better days, it is
usually possible to renovate it rather
than replace it.
Many vintage shops had awnings
with their shop-fronts designed and
built to house them. Often these still
contain the original fittings. It is
usually possible to reinstall an awning
in these cases.

digitally
created visuals
Utilising the latest technology we can
create extremely accurate visual
mock-ups, digitally imposing awnings
onto photographs of properties. An
essential service when selecting
awning styles, fabric colours or
branding designs, our visuals can
prevent costly mistakes being made.

Heating
We have a comprehensive range of
heating options, enabling year-round
use of your awning.
Our electric heaters offer excellent
value heating. With discreet, stylish
housing, they are a must for year
round use in outdoor eating and
drinking areas. Available in a variety
of colours and options, including
integrated lighting.

The Victorian Awning
Company & the
Environment
We take our environmental responsibility seriously and we
are committed to developing our business with ecological
and social sustainability.
All of our timber is sourced from certified forests and has
FSC accreditation.
Where possible we will always source local suppliers for
our awning parts.
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